Translation prices
The prices for a translation consist of the difficulty level of the text and the number of standard lines.
The level of difficulty of a text is determined by its technical and linguistic components. The technical
complexity does not necessarily have to coincide with the linguistic complexity; exact details can
therefore only be given after the respective source text has been reviewed.
Difficulty levels
Level A:
Level B:
Level C:

e.g. popular-technical and -scientific articles, general Reference books, introductory
manuals
e.g. articles for journals, textbooks, technical reports, grant applications, etc.
e.g. standards, patent specifications etc.

A standard line consists of 55 characters including spaces.
A standard page consists of 30 lines, i.e. 1,650 characters.

Level A
Level B
Level C

German <> English
1,90 EUR/ standard line
2,10 EUR/ standard line
2,45 EUR/ standard line

German <> French
2,15 EUR/ standard line
2,30 EUR/ standard line
2,70 EUR/ standard line

The prices are exclusive of statutory value added tax.

Example

620,00 EUR

690,00 EUR

10 standard pages*) Level B
*) this corresponds to approx. 5-6 DIN A4 pages Word 12, 1.5 line spacing

Not included are additional services such as increased formatting effort. However, we are happy to
offer you these in detail. This also applies to embedded texts (e.g. in image files).
Procedure
•
•
•
•

You send the text to be translated in electronic form (doc, pdf, ppt) as an e-mail attachment, in
a cloud (e.g. we transfer) or on a data carrier by post. (No scanned paper documents!)
Please let us know by when the processing is to be completed and how we can contact you if
we have any questions.
After receipt of your text and the above information, we will send you a non-binding offer as
soon as possible.
As soon as you agree to the offer and place the order with us, the work of the translation team
begins.

As a rule, the translation of 10 DIN A4 pages (approx. 30,000 characters) takes one week to process.
After individual arrangement a completion is also possible faster if necessary. The translated text will
be delivered to you on time according to the agreed conditions. You will then receive an invoice from
us.
It should be noted that for demanding technical/scientific texts, close cooperation with the client is
highly recommended or even necessary. The client should therefore be available for queries. Of
course we treat all your data and texts strictly confidential. We will be happy to send you a
confidentiality agreement upon request.
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